
S/N NAME DEPT/MINING 

ENGINEERING 

COMMENT 

1 ADEJUMO JANE 

KAYPUNG 

  The app is a very innovative app that makes graph 

plotting very easy but it  should be explained well to 

students so that while they find it using it, they will find 

it easy to substitute and evaluate their values. 

2. Adeshina shola A.   It is a very good app, nice invention ,saves time. 

3. Amuga kereen 

Gideon   

  Using this application makes work easy and very fast 

4 Alia Doris Oyibo   It make every thing about graph easily. 

  Onwuakagba 

Oyeka .A. 

   the UJ- Math make graph plotting more easier with 

more level of accuracy, with the graph tool personally it 

improved my interest in toward graph plotting and my 

leveling of understanding. 

6 Daluguut  Dalami 

Swaba 

   The App is good and simple but it would be better if 

you could input the values of the x and y axis once 

rather than by turn, and if the app graph could start from 

zero(Let the initial be o). 

 

7 Ishaya Manasseh 

Danukul 

  The App is a very good tool to be used by student in 

both secondary and tertiary institution. The App should 

be more simpler to be used by students in secondary 

school and similar should be done to high- light more 

about the App to the student. 

8. Yilleng  Jennifer 

Titus 

  The app is a great invention ,it helps  student in 

plotting the graft at ease, It is made easier and 

understandable. 

9. Sunday Obam 

Abinya 

   The App should be made available on other devices 

such as Laptops, iPhone and blackberry smartphone. 

10 Uche Henry.C.   Honestly speaking the graphing tool is very good and 

okay. Thank you sir 

11 Zontong Jiroh    The app is really helpful based on my experience and 

if more educational apps like this are credited, I think 

education and learning would be interesting and less 

hectic. Thank you very much sir. 

12 Ebikemefa 

Ebimobowei  .C. 

  Its is actually easy to use the App and it is not really fast 

it require a lot of fun and the student using it should 

have the good knowledge of what the app is really all 

about 

 

13. 

Joni –Edokpolor  

Collins .E. 

  UJ-Math graphing tool is a start in helping  student 

what they do and also  be happy about the  end 

product of it. But the observation I have made is that 

since UJ-Math came as a result of one of the lecturer 

hard work, then for a student of UJ to activate the app 



should be for free and those in various university should 

be the one paying the token. Also I would say that UJ 

math should  not only be applicable to devices, but if 

means could be improvise so as it can be introduced 

down to calculator level, ten it would be a start in 

eradicating mass failure in plotting of graph because 

definite devices wouldn`t be allowed into the 

examination hall. And I also observe that the App on it 

own could just freeze or hang when in use and in such 

cases it causes waste of time and bring about frustrating 

the user. 

  UJ-Math graphing tool is one of the best App being 

used by me so far and so would advice that all complain 

should be met and issues, the App has should be 

resolved as well the app should be improved as I said 

earlier on down to calculator level. Also, using UJ-Math 

graphing tool has helped me understand how easy it is 

in graph plotting and the fun included in doing that. 

14.  Jacob Albert 

Akaninyene  

 M  I suggest student should be taught properly how to plot 

graph before introducing app as an option 

15 Jonathan Manji 

Musa 

 M  I observe that UJ-Math Graphing Tool app is agood 

and time saving and therefore I advise that it should be 

encouraged in both universities and secondary schools  

to enhance the effective plotting of graphs of different 

sorts. 

16 Adegoke Olalekan 

Jacob 

 M MaGT app is a very important tool in plotting your graft 

and its understandable. 

17 Mohammed 

Salisu .A. 

  M Its very interesting because it boost the moral of student 

ability to know the use of new apps. It increase the 

desire of student not to stayed reluctant. lastly I want 

you to simplifier to a minimum device so that it will be 

contain in our hand phone. 

18 Samuel Ayo Aaron   The government of this should please give attention to 

such intellectual to support and expand it more ,because 

it will address many issues in the field of academic and 

for research improvement. 

19 Simon Roplong 

Jwakmak 

 M So interesting but my advice is to try and make it 

available in the android version so student can make use 

of it even at home. 

20 Jakkat Wilford 

Plangdok 

 M Easy to use and saves time ,it should be available in 

every device. 

21 Adejumo Adeyemi 

John 

 M Make it available in every device and it should to more 

accessible to everyone regardless of location . 

22  Alabede Lukman  M It is very interesting ,no matter how difficult or complex 



Ademola  the scale of graft is, The (MaGT)will be use to evaluate 

the scale  and plot the graft effectively. 

23. Japheth Pwafukadi  

Ngbaranduma 

 M Using the application makes work easy and fast I must 

say it so encouraging, thanks sir. 

24 Elumelu Deborah 

Odera 

 M It’s a wonderful tool which has greatly helped me find 

scale easily and plot a very accurate graft as well. It has 

improve the university ,I will like the app to have  

android  version so it can be installed in a portable 

phone for easy access rather than going to the library 

always. 

25 Abdullahi Awwal 

Aliyu 

 M  I have observed that a lot of student are very fascinated 

about the app  and it has built a strong learning skill. 

26 Achawu Daniel 

Inalegwu 

 M  I advice that the MaGT should be pushed further to 

other universities in the country and overseas because 

this is a new age of productive physics{grafting}which 

will help other students and lecturers everywhere. 

27  Irimiya Friday 

Yunana 

 M  This aid of grafting tools should not be only used 

within but rather let it be passed to other learning 

institution. 

28 Chirven marchapp  M It’s a welcome development but there should be more 

improvement. 

29 Dung Dakim Joseph  M  

30 Kumeven Nalcit  F  

31 Leo Linda Nshe  F  

32 Markus David 

Sunimun 

 M  

33  Dawat Emmanuel  

Nanfwang 

 M  

34  Gwamzhi 

Rupmichit Ladep 

 M It is a very useful tool in graph plotting and I love using 

the app. If helps me understand what I am doing  when 

ever I plot my graph and I enjoy plotting because it 

makes it easier. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

S/N NAME DEPT/CIVIL 

ENGINEERING 

COMMENT 

1. Tanko Frank Nyashiya  Keep it up,it’s a great invention. 

2. Lucky Osareme Robinson  It is the best application concerning  

physics experimental reports that I have 

seen so far a well done job. 

3. Gotan Zumji Solomon   UJ-math graphing tool is really 

interesting not only for academic  

purpose but also for person take pride in 

all pleasure as a Hobbie. I often take 

pride in using the tool especially when 

my graph plotting seems satisfactorily. I 

am proud to be a student learning under 

great inventor. 

I observed that the tool doesn`t really 

obey the rule that when finding 

intercept on vertical axis, the horizontal 

axis should start from 0,0 axis origin. 

God bless the inventor of this App . 

4. Bako Shannom Paul  The Uj maths graphing tool is a very 

interesting discovery which makes 

graph plotting easier my advice is that 

the application should be made 

available for all phone types so that 

every student will have access to it, 

secondly the procedures for operation 

should be explained and also some 

phones don`t open the application I 

think this should be solved. 

5. Ekwedike Oscar  More clarification should be made for 

better understanding of letters used in 

representations for easy usage. 

6. Paul Retplang Jacinta  The scale should be made in a clear way 

and easy to understand by the student. 

7. Kyakkyes Peter Francis  A help program should be appended to 

the app to make the usage easier for a 

novice. More research should be made 

to develop a tool that can plot 

quadratic ,polynomial, and  

trigonometric graft. 

8. Kpardong Nanna Sunday  I observed that the accuracy can be met 

when graphing using tool and I also 



advise that this tool be put on a separate 

device so that secondary school student 

can be able to use it during Waec ,Neco 

etc  since phone are not allowed. 

 

9. Salisu Sadiq Garba  Let a device be invented or innovated 

which contain the use of the UJ-MaGT 

App only ,so that it can be approved for 

many exams. 

10 Polycarp Collins Duhuba  UJ-Math’s graphing tool is very helpful, 

it made plotting of graph and finding of 

scale very easily. I love it and students 

need to have this application, it helps a 

lot, is really nice. I mean it wouldn`t 

hurt to just download the App ,the 

advantage is greater. My fellow 

students, you just have to get this 

application. 

11. Danboyi Samuel Dafai  I advise that students should not neglect 

this graphing tool because it helps a lot. 

I observed that one can get a very good 

and accurate scale with this tool. 

12. Enokela Peter Adole   The graphing tool is very helpful. It 

makes graph plotting easier and faster. 

13. Ogujor Success Ufuoma  UJ-Graph is a very wonderful 

application but very few people know 

and have access to it, also one need to 

understand the terminologies involved 

to use the app effectively. My advice, 

make the app more accessible especially 

to students outside university of Jos and 

also provide an avenue for tutorial to 

explicitly explain how to use the app as 

this would go a long way to improving 

student academic performance. 

14. Ajigah Mercy Ike  This is helpful in less than 30minutes 

my graft is completed ,it should be 

made available in phone and tablets so 

it can be made easily. 

15. Mark Neto Shallom  I think they should add an instruction 

manual to make it easier to use,I also 

think the should make it portable which 

will create easier access to it. 

16. Josiah Kelvin Chukwuma  UJ-Math graphing tool, I feel is the best 



thing that has ever happened in the 

world of graph plotting. It is just the 

best , It is easy to use and it saves time. 

With it I don’t think  much when I 

want to plot my graphs have not been 

easy, but UJ-math graphing tool, I now 

love plotting graphs, If I can reach out 

to all student in the world I can 

encourage them to use the app over and 

over. 

17.  Ishaku Maxwell Mador  The UJ-maths graphing tool is very 

good invention. Although student 

cannot use it in writing Examination 

because devices such as phones, tablets 

are not allowed in examination hall 

which is serious barrier when one want 

use the app. I will advice that a manual 

calculation should be made on how to 

finf the scale, origin and other thing 

without the app, so that even when one 

is without a phone ,he/she will be able 

to calculate and evaluate the graph. 

Apart from this, I think the activation 

cost is too much and that students who 

are not able to afford android phones 

cannot use which is not good. In 

conclusion,UJ-magt is good 

technological invention.  

18. Mallo Benedict Chi  I Have learned so many things while 

using this app. 

   

 

 

 

 

19. Jiges Kamji Fortunatus  There should be freedom on whether to use 

the app or not just incase if one finds 

himself in a place where the app is not 

available. 

20.  Ako Tamar Mrumum  UJ-maths graphing tool (UJ-Ma Gt) is a 

very nice and interesting tool to use. I do 

not find any fault in it. 

21. Bot Mafeng samuel  Sometimes scale chosen by the computer 

does not tally with the numbers of square 



in the graft sheet. 

22. Ajibaniya Bala Angyu  I observed that the graft is been made in a 

concise way that enable the users 

(students)to find graft plottind easy and 

understandable. 

23 David Otobo Ogenyi   

24 Joshua Adedokun Elijah   

6. Akoh Stanley Oloche   

7. Uba Emeka Godswill   

8. Yakubu Patience Akumishei   

9. Sati Panshak   

10. Odey Christiana Beten   

11. Atenger Moses Aondonal   

12. Musa Mattew sambo   

13. Sunday Emeka Sameul   

14. Simon Ochai Okeh   

15. Yiltoka Monica Nendelmwa   

16. Shedrack Brainet Dayokkon   

17. Gaam John Naandiit   

18. Metu Emmanuel u.   

19. Eze fortune Udochwkwuka   

20. Damna`an Vincent Dabo   

21. Dajuma Chalnan Kumban   

22. Mafeng Elias Gyang   It is good to go 

23. Dimike Joseph Ifeanyi  I hope it will be  accepted national wide, 

so I can use it even for professional exam. 

24. Bulus Timnan Gwak Bong   

25. Obazee Emmanuel   It`s a way to go through for their is room 

for improvement 

26. Ikwutar Godwin Ezra  Let make it available to the world to see 

what it is of 

27. Kefas retyit Yoila  In finding either scale table or 

slope/intercept formula, the space for 

setting the constants should be provided 

for both axis on the same page in order to 

safe time and the stress of going back to 

eliminate them which may lead to 

confusion. 

28. Gings Chomo Christopher  The App is really helpful based on my 

experience and if more educational apps 

like this are created, I think education and 

learning would be more interesting and 

less hectic. Thank you very much sir. 



29. Chuhwak Blessing Mancha   

30 Aifred Okyillah Ngoma  My advice is that it should be transfer into 

calculating it and for the y1 y2 x1 x2 and the 

intercept should just be in the formed of 

the so scientific calculator that has all the 

function key , I will be greatful if my 

advice is that you should put into 

consideration and I pray that God will help 

You to finish wht you have started. 

31. Akor Godwin Adegbe  My advice on UJ-maths Graphing tool is 

an area of publishing the application that is 

uploading on the internet which will not 

only enchance secondary students of 

higher learning but students of low level 

like the secondary school level when 

plotting graphical problems or exercise. 

 

32. Idegah Richard  My observation about the use if the 

application is corcerning the use of phone 

most especially android phones,most 

student donnot have those expensive 

phones and are left behind on the use of 

these development,My advice is that this 

application should be futher worked upon 

and thereafter be made a standard for map 

plotting 

33. Umekwe Martins Ugonna   

34. Andat. Anne Dashe  This application make plotting graph 

easier,it also straight forward and 

accurate,concerning the UJ-MaGT; the 

slope/intercept formu does not seem to 

junction properly.This was just observed 

on my device but on so many other 

devices, so I think you should look into it 

and fix the problem. But order application 

makes graph work dot easier. You really 

did a great job with the application and I 

am also glad the app is coming from the 

university of jos.  

35.   While I was using the App during the 

test,The app stopped of which took my 

time cause me to rush my work, please it is 

necessary of the  can be stable,truly the 

app is a welcome ideal by thestudent 



association. We love it and more exam 

should be given on the use of the App in 

other to the horizon of the student in these 

area,sir you truly have the success of 

student 

36. Pam Dajack Dung  My advice pertaining the Graphing tool is 

that a little of the student complain with 

time which is as a usual of when using the 

tool i.e when you are working off table 

formula one have alter working of Y axis 

we have to go out  

 

 

 

S/N NAME SUBJECT GENDER COMMENT 

1. Musa Evelyn Kyenya BIO EDU F  

2. Daniel M.Tok  M Uj-MGT should be used in all 

Nigeria school and also worldwide 

so as to make graph plotting easy 

and what I observed is that the 

back button doesn`t work because 

the app doesn`t just go back  

3. Daniel Shadrach  M  

4. Abdullahi Maimunca Ewrama  F  

5. Jane Sahmicit Jemkut  F  

6. Katden Joshua Senaan  M  

7. Bwoetsen Nobert Danaan   M In fact, it is of course a thing of 

appeal most confess that the new 

invention of your graphing app 

will indeed help and create a great 

pleasure in students to develop the 

interest in vegular useage of your 

graphing tool, well, my own only 

and tittle ad Ice of mine to you is 

that don`t let anybody proof to 

you that the new system should be 

abolished. Simply because I have 

personally observed much reasons 

that if this shall be put  

at feeling on the students to keep 

using your graphing tool.  

8. Joshua Nathan Kim  M My advice is that tutorial classes 

should be held on how to use the 

UJ-maths graphing tool, with the 



help of that, first time user of the 

app will find it more easy. 

9. Yaki Mariam Sarki  F It raelly splendid and wonderful 

invention I never thought  I cold 

plot a graph well unit I was 

thought on how to use the great 

MaGT; I pray it continueto the 

basic level of academic. 

10. Bapak Katlong Dali  M Since we can`t use our phone 

during exams, then I advice that 

the app should be modified into 

calculator that the students can use 

in the exams hall. 

11. Chuwang Katherine John  F  

12. Abayomi Esther Tolulope  F  

13. Lang Favour Simi BIO EDU F  

14. Ibrahaim Shagaya Abubakar  M  

15. Ekom Ovey Emmanuel  M  

16.  Kimpuk Racheal Akanu  F  

17. Kumdet Kennan Godiya  F  

18. John Apolmi Nashe  M  

19. Amos Emmanuel .  M  

20. Ali Khadijat Muhammed  F  

21. Laban David   M Make other school to have access 

to the app. 

22. Dauda Mercy Nyiri  F I think the school should really 

encourage this kind of investment 

so that learning can be easier and 

investment to the student.  

23. Mbangha Richard N.  M  I wish to advice that student 

should be enlighten More on how 

to make use of the graph app, as 

not all students still know how to 

use the app .My observation is that 

some student found it difficult to 

use the App because,due to some 

issues is the app not function in 

some phones, others couldn`t use 

the App because they don`t not 

smartphone, please, if possible, a 

manual solution should be made 

whereby students using other 

phone can get access the App. 

24. Dauda Racheal Manribeth  F Observation: the (uj-math) is very 



good because it easy to use and it 

save time.  

Advice: it should not be used 

frequently because student will 

relax in the place of 

studies(graph)and put their 

concentration on   only on the 

graphing tools. They will not 

stress themselves in learning how 

to plot graph manually instead 

they will depend in graphing tools 

cause it is easy to use. 

25. Salau Sa`adat Patience  F I have observed that using 

UJ-maths graphing 

tool(UJ-maGT) is easy and 

understanding to use and I stongly 

advice that it should be used by all 

students because you find out that 

is easy to understand physics and 

grap plotting.  

26. Raymond Oghenetega Odudu  M The App is just great following the 

fact that University  of jos makes 

it cooler. Effort should be put in 

place so that the App gain global 

recognition.  

27. Nicholas Joseph Gadah  M  

28. Seltim Martina Lohna  F  

29. Yalmi Njin Joachim  M My advice as student of university 

of Jos is that the people concerned 

in the making of the App should 

try by all means not only in graph 

plotting but in other areas that 

affects academics. The App is very 

good and make learning 

interesting 

30. Ejimobu Victor Chidudeni  M  

31. Ishaya Mercy Garba  F I think its is a nice app it will 

really help student in graph 

plotting. 

32. Sunday Emmaneul Awoyinfa  M My advice is that tutorial classes 

should be held on how to use the 

UJ-maths graphing tool. With the 

help of that, first time users of the 

app will find it more easy. 



33. Enwereuro bright ikenna  M My observation is that the 

UJ-MaGT should be made more 

practical by adding some other 

accessories that has to do with 

graphing plotting e.g Formlae, 

experiments and their table of 

values etc. 

34. Itodo Mina Ukar  M  

35. Musa Manasseh Azhi  F  

36. Isaac Sandra yemi  F It should be publicized more in 

other for more more students to 

benefit from it and we`ll all do 

well in our academic 

performances. It should also be 

allowed in exams foe better 

performance. 

37. Etah Ernest Ibor  M  

38. Wazhi Adam Yaknan   F I observed that theUJ-maths gave 

students a type of “increase in 

interest and confidence” 

concerning the plotting of graphs. 

It is also a good innovation that 

would go a long way in helping 

students plots graphs more easily 

and faster. I believe  it would be 

great if the graphing tool could be 

modified in a way that it could be 

used during examinations due to 

the fact that phone wound`t not be 

allowed in halls. Am also 

impressed and must command the 

simplicity. 

39. Junaid Zainab Adenike  M   

40. Ajo Jumoke Jennifer  F Uj-maGT is a good application 

that aids student in plotting graphs 

faster and easier. 

41. Ogbe Moses Ufedo  M My observation is in terms of 

displaying the data respond the 

arrow nor the icon ‘’done’’ is 

blocking  other data played 

below to be seen or viewed by the 

user. 

42 David Nadunza majidadi  M My advice concerning UJ-maths 

graphing tool (Uj-maGt) is it 



should be made available to 

students even to those without 

expensive phones, I observe that 

Uj-math graphing tool is 

extremely good because it make 

students to be more accurate, and 

it also save time. 

43 Emmanuel Nerat Esther  F  

44 Gong Blessing James  F The tool should be properly taught 

how to be used before using it it 

enable accurate plotting of 

graph,The app help you to obtain a 

perfect scale, slope e.t.c. 

45 John Hilary panmon  M  

46 Edozie Daniel Nwogo  M A very good educative app but a 

little bit of correction should be 

done especially of the table 

formula region, when getting the 

values it gets to lover the work i.e 

cover`s the values making the the 

student to exist the app and start 

again which waste a little bit of 

time. Apart from that, I think the 

app is completely perfect. 

47 Olaniyan Sunday Ayomide  M What I really observed while 

using the pp was that I find more 

interest in plotting graph and I fell 

so excited when I discover that the 

app is move easier to plot graph, 

my advice it will good great 

achievement if the app is been 

introduce into our academy level 

and if the app can be design in 

another low level way so that time 

less privilege can also partake. 

48 Aiyedigbon Josephine olayemi  F There should be more 

enlightenment on how to use the 

application.  

49 Jolly Bawa Joses  M  I observed that the app doesn`t do 

well with devices that have small 

screen. The app can be made more 

Flexible where by, one can find 

the various types of graphs with 

major information in it. 



50 Yakubu Safiya Guwon  F  

51 Yakubu Caroline Gyang  M  

52 James Martins Afegbai  M  

53 Idown ayomide Micheal   M  

54 Francis Peace Arananme  F  

55 Hamza Aisha  F  

56 Mancha Theresa Paul  F  

57 Sani Rukaiyya haruna  F  

58 Rita Enoseh Madaki  F  

59 Mafwil Tabitha Abraham  F  

60 Musa Nafisatu Buruk  F  

61 Nuhu Martha Maikano  F  

62 Sunday Grace Kennedy  F  

63 Tyokighir Nguwin Gloria  F  

64 Dakim Lois danladi  M  

65 Joy Yohanna Afan  M  

66 Jonah Nebechi Faith  F  

67 Dauda chundung pam  F  

68 Helen pius magji  F  

69 Maggi Job Ashom  M  

70 Dogo Jeremiah Timbut  M  

71 Kelvin Pascal Ahmadu  M The programmer should keep it up 

72 Marukong Emmanuel Bitrus  M As the matter of fact I sincerely 

happy for the graphic tools is 

working in standing ,since the 

graphic tool is  working 

accordance with the human 

understanding. Since the graphic 

tools is been successfully design 

now  everybody will be waiting 

to have another apps. The advice I 

will like to give now is to design 

another apps for finding formular 

in physics to make it easier for 

those that those that cannot drivee 

the formulas In order to advance 

the school in technology I think it 

will be challenge to other 

universities.  

74. Madu praise Uwineye  F  

75. Dorcas Malise  F Uj-maths graphing tool make 

plotting of graph easier but not 

every one has a phone that the 



application can be install. Though 

is good but what is need when 

some students can`t have access to 

use it. 

76. Ogunjumo Oluwaseyi Emmanuel  M The development should try and 

make it visible to all java phone 

e.g Blackberry and other so they 

can be able to access  it on their 

phone. Good work keep it on sir. 

77 Yakchan tongret Peace  F The app should be made more 

accessible by other brands of 

phones for easy useage by 

students. Such phones 

Blackberry,Windows e.t.c. 

78. Dayom Nandom Jacob  M To be honest the graphing tool that 

is the UJ-maths graphing tool is a 

motivation to me because it 

simplicities so many graphs nd 

also saves time and is easy to use 

sir keep on with your good work.I 

am 100% behind you 

80 Mameh Victor Ojochegbe  M  

81 Murjanath Idris Abdullahi  F   

  

S/N NAME SUBJECT Gender Comment 

1 Baba Joseph Jotiphat Chemistry Male  Made more accessible 

2 Taave Patricia  F The UJ-MaGt makes graph 

plotting a lot easier and 

encourage taking 

subjects/question involving 

graph plotting, I think the 

software could be Made 

more accessible by 

installing it on school 

systems because not 

everyone has gadgets that 

support the software. 

3. Tsok Joshua Danladi  M  

4. Patience Kaliet James  F The graphing tool welled 

explained and easy to use 

but, the turning because of 

the app is quite short more 

time should be given for 

student for proper usage of 



the app in order to achieve 

excellence. 

5. Joel Pyrilia Zugumnan  F  

6. Simmon Shamir Jika  M  

7. Miriam Adah Mallum  F The app should be 

available to all students i.e 

concluding those who 

don`t have android or 

smartphones. 

8. Gyeto naansat Fwangson  F Frankly speaking, it is 

wonderful to use the 

UJ-MaGT App. My advice 

is that sir, you and your 

colleagues should please 

try as much as possible to 

get this app circulated all 

over Nigeria, not only in 

tertiary institutions but also 

in the secondary schools, 

cause I know just as it was 

very helpful to me, it will 

be helpful to other student. 

9. Nyako Rapheal Dikko  M My advice or observation 

is that people should use 

the app cause it is very 

easy to understand and it 

helps in plotting a very 

good graph and it help you 

in plotting a graph you 

never though you can plot 

and using the app will 

make you see it is very 

simple and it help in 

getting a perfect scale for 

your slope and intercept. 

10. Ogboka Odiba Rapheal  M It should be more user 

friendly, it should be 

cheaper for students to 

access easily. 

11. Egan Cyprian Ajor  M  It should be upgraded in 

order to accessible by all 

devices not only android 

but also IOS and windows 

devices, but it will be 



better and in the best form 

if it can be install or design 

in a calculator devices. 

12. Balogun Deborah Idowu  F My advice is that there 

should be an upgrading to 

do on the app because my 

app stopped during the test, 

some student who are not 

having sophisticated 

phones cannot use it. 

13. Ibrahim kauwa Sini  F    

14.    It is a good start ,it should 

made more easier that both 

axis that(x y) data should 

be Calculated together, 

please upgrade the 

application 

15.     

16. Abubakar Annamotee  M   

17. Anokwuru rejoice Ngozi   I  advice that Uj-math 

graphing tool be 

introduced to other 

universities or other higher 

institutions in the country. 

This will be of great help 

to students and thus make 

life easier and better 

especially in the aspect of 

plotting graph sine the 

graphing tool app is very 

good and gives accurate 

result. 

18. Daniel Mayam  M I fell the graph is good and 

it was a good job. Thanks 

you for the tool, I just 

wonder if after  using the 

app student will be able to 

draw graph without the 

tool, I fear that we are at 

the point of loosing the 

knowledge of making 

graph with our brain. 

19. Lohna Paul lar   It a wonderful app that`s 

really make the graphing 



aspect of physics easier. 

20. Daniel Dinatu Ammani   My advice is that this app 

should be used for exams 

or in exams also, my 

observation also is that it 

makes graph plotting very 

easier and it saves time and 

it is very easy to 

use .Thank you. 

21. Adara Beatrice okan  F The MaGT is a good 

improvement on 

knowledge on knowing 

more about plotting of 

graph and other calculation 

associated to it though it 

does not really save time. 

22. Okafor Jude Uchenna  M I observe that the app is 

very nice and easy to use 

and is less stressful moves 

student to be fast. 

23. Usman Zainab Yahaya  F The whole art of learning 

is only the art of 

awakening the natural 

curiosity of young minds 

for the purpose of 

satisfying it afterwards, 

Thanks for being so 

generous  and creative, 

the app is easier and 

accurate is wonderful ,it 

saves time and make the 

plotting at graph easier, 

what a privilege to be a 

partaker and we return all 

glory to God for using you 

as a blessing to this 

generation .More grace Sir 

24. Daniel Amanaro Shedrack   I must comment that, this 

invention is a good one. SI 

will advice that the world 

needs to see the UJ-maths 

graphing 

tool(UJ-MaGT).so as to 

interest studying(physics) 



in the aspect of graph 

Plotting. 

25. Chukwuka Ebuka Jeffrey   Finding the points in the 

graph using the app is kind 

of confusing so I think that 

this should be improved. 

Beside that I think ever 

other thing is easy going 

and simple to use . Grate 

app. 

26. Anvah Ezekiel Esson   It need a little to time to 

learn, it save time when 

used to plot graph, as an 

app it introduce  physics 

in a better dimension and it 

can be better academic 

performance when used 

frequently. 

27. Bwakat ayuba Makwin   UJ-maths graphing tool is 

one of the best app I have 

seen so far, reason because 

it make my work more 

easier and understandable. 

My advice pertaining the 

app is this when the app 

sufficient time should be 

given to the student to 

enable him understand 

what he/she is doing PP 

should be thought to the 

students to avoid 

confusions App, And I pray 

that by the reason of this 

App this great institution 

will excel in Jesus name 

(Amen) 

28.    UJ math graphing tool is 

really, interesting, it makes 

me like physics most 

especially the plotting of 

graph which I once find 

difficult, my advice 

concerning UJ maths 

graphing tool (UJ- MaGT) 



is this tool should be taught 

to all students both 

secondary and tertiary, so 

that the student will be 

familiar with the app and 

student will pick interest in 

physics. I believe students 

is secondary school when 

taught, before coming to 

university. 

29. Pam Precious Adams  F  

30.  Bako Elisha Gwazahlyen  M The tool is user friendly 

and easy to use. 

31. Georgey Obianuju Mercy  F The app is very easy to 

understand, it make 

plotting of graph fast 

32. Okpayi Isaac Odeh  M I would prefer name and 

symbols to be use rather 

than just symbol Is and 

letter only and more time 

should be allotted 

especially during exams 

involving the App. 

33. Peter Azizi Blessing  F First and foremost, I really 

want appreciate you guy 

for a job well done. 

UJ-maths graphing tool is 

really a great help for the 

student when it comes to 

graph plotting, I have  

observed that student were 

finding it little difficult 

because it was their step 

line putting their work 

under constant I no with 

time every one will love 

the App as it is very 

interesting and easy to use. 

34. Ganya Joseph Paulinus  M  

35. Agbende Comfort Msushima  F I advice the person in 

charge of the 

App(UJ-MaGT) should be 

keep it up because With the 

provision of the app its 



enchance and enlight 

students to know much 

about graph plotting 

39. Auta Sarah Musa F  Wow,wow,wow, thumbs up 

to you, to be honest you 

deserve all the gratitude, 

appreciation and praise, 

well don`t have much or let 

me say any device to say, 

because to me I think UJ- 

Maths Graphing tool is just 

Perfect to me, thank and 

more grease to your elbows 

40. Bako Don-King  M I would strongly like to 

suggest a change in the 

user interface, which will 

help you uses familiarize 

with the app quickly. 

Otherwise, this app is very 

useful and helpful indeed. 

Thank 

41. Lashem enoch Target  M I will  urge you to see 

yourself a hero already, this 

is interesting. You should 

put more effort into it to 

reduce the times of going 

back to the menu to start 

inputting data for table 

formula, if you can make it 

possible to have table 

formula from the data of 

scale formula, it will be 

very much easier for many 

r star students. If I were to 

rate you ,I would give it a 

four star. Congratulations, 

you make my graph 

plotting work much less 

hard. Thanks and I love 

your work. Great inventor 

nice invention. But make it 

a code free App as it still 

under research or give the 

code free of cost no #50 



42. Macham mapis peter  M My advice is that this app 

should be allowed to 

students disposal, because 

student always have 

problem in terms  of 

plotting graph like my self 

during my secondary 

school, always have 

problem with plotting my 

graph because it was 

consuming time, boring 

always in term choosing 

scale and plotting points of 

more than 3 decimal 

places, now I have known 

it very easy using the app, I 

want to also advice that 

this App should be 

accepted nation wide and 

also world wide as any 

other theories that we art 

learning today, the app is 

interesting, time saving and 

easy to be used. 

43. Ogbole oyigoche dominion  M First of all, I want to 

sincerely applaud the 

intellectual effort of Mr 

Mafuyai of the physics 

department, University of 

jos for inventing or 

creating the maths 

graphing tool(MaGT).My 

advice is that the app 

should be appreciated and 

recommend to every 

institution of learning and 

student should endeavor to 

install and register it, for it 

is time saving, effective, 

reduce stress and makes 

graph plotting interesting 

etc, final my observation 

about this app is the 

carelessness of setting at a 



constant when the need 

arise, thereby resulting to 

wrong figures or answer 

causing the candidate to 

loss precious mark and this 

will automatic all change 

the countenance of the 

student. Once more I 

greatly appreciate the 

invention of this app. 

Thank you Mr Mafuyai 

44. Audu Henry Pam   My observation and advice 

concerning UJ-maths 

Graphing tool(UJ-MaGT),I 

must have to congratulate 

you sir for inventing this or 

discovering This wonderful 

Apps which is really 

helping students in plotting 

graph. I  will say “ well 

done sir and more grace to 

your elbow” My advice to 

this graphing tool is that it 

should be enrolled so that 

students not only in 

university of jos but world 

wide can have passion over 

graph plotting because 

most students finds it 

difficult to plot graph and 

which make them loss 

interest in graph plotting, 

let me use myself as an 

example before I starting 

using UJ-MaGT,I hated 

graph plotting because I 

always find it difficult to 

bring out scale in my 

graph, how to plot the 

points in the graph which 

even contributed to my 

failure in PHY1071 !st test 

we wrote on graph 

plotting.(11/2/150 I don`t 



know but it seems that was 

the graphing 

tool(UJ-MaGT) I have 

gotten something that will 

solve my problem for the 

raise of my life. using the 

apps in my PHY107 test. 

 

S/N Name Department Gender Comment/ Observation 

1. Damar Ann Nandlingm Micro 

Biology 

F  

2. Usman Patricia Godiya  F I observed that the app 

waste my time mor than I 

doing it myself.If care is 

not taking you can make 

mistake in the counting of 

the mm boxes 

3. Bitrus Agatha Vou  Fature can also 

be added such 

as formular 

tables,physics 

facts(and other 

subject) 

It is a great way of 

making plotting of graph 

easierand faster for 

student,I enjoye using it 

so I advice those that 

haven`t use it to try and 

see. Ialso will like to 

advice that it shoukd be 

made access to different 

devices like laptop 

blackberry phones,etc. 

4. Mikailu Haruna Sambo  M Every developer has one 

aim which is to give 

satisfaction to the user 

with the software, But 

base one my observation 

the name given to the app 

has limited the number of 

users that can benefit 

from it. But by given it a 

more general name there 

are user of such app else 

where that are willing to 

make construction 

towards the development 

of the app, another feature 

can also be added such as 



formula tables, physics 

facts(and other subjects ) 

This will help the students 

and other user interested 

in the use of this software. 

5. Zhimwang Niman Peter  M The App actually helps 

but a little help towards 

the nature of graph i.e a 

sketech of graph will be 

highly appreciated for its 

even a miracle that I can 

on my own attempt 

physcis with hope of 

success. 

6 Waakaa Patience Doom  F My advice is that, the 

founder of the graphing 

tool should continue what 

he has started cause this 

alone has made some of 

us know more about 

graph plotting, The most 

important part of it is 

that ,it is coming from 

institution of learning and 

that give me joy. 

6. Medada Mathias Zinai  M It sometimes often crash; 

this should be fixed and 

the you-tube video 

attached to the app is not 

simplified for easy 

understanding and the 

sound was a bit off, anew 

video should be made and 

replaced possibly with the 

tutor in front of a board in 

action and not sort or 

behinh the screen,it 

should be updated or a 

version that is compatible 

wit Apple phone .  

7. Bawa Nankat Ramgang  M UJ-maths graphing tool is 

a good App that has 

remedy,the problemof 

graphing in students life 



and I will love if the 

graphing tool can be 

upgraded and available 

for all student to use. 

8. Ibe Felicita Ijeoma  F It is the best app ever 

when it comes to graph 

plotting. 

9. Kwayang Kingyu Star  F Sir, frankly speaking 

UJ-MaGT is a good App 

which you made easy to 

use,but the problem it is 

not all student that can 

afford a phone that accept 

the app and secondly we 

need time in using the app 

because when using the 

app on phone the cursor 

stop working and we have 

to reboot the phone, 

which will take much 

time. You are doing a 

great job sir. 

10. Kelvin Ochohie James  M  

11. Onah Veronica Ochanya  F The tool is very good and 

easy to use. The 

observation I have is they 

should make it available 

to all types of phone to 

help those who do not not 

have android phones 

because reason being that 

there is no money for 

them to buy. 

12. Ogwuche A. Emmanuel  M  

13. Adebayo Honour Adeleye  M From my own point of 

view as a physics student 

I observed that the 

UJ-Maths graphing tool 

actually make graphing 

easier, faster and mor 

accurate. Ialso feel if 

should be introduced fully 

in and I  schools and it 

should be taught to 



physcis student all over so 

as to improve graphing. 

14. Nathan Samantha  F The gaph make graph 

plotting easier 

15. Munonye joseph Chinonso  M The UJ-maths graphing 

tool makes plotting of 

graphs more easier and I 

advice that more apps 

such as this should be 

made. 

16. Nwafor Chisom Peace  F The tool make graph 

plottin easier 

17. Kevin Koeloengun Dakup  M Sensitzation is low in the 

university,I observed that 

the phone I borrowed I 

had difficulty in operating  

because the MaGT 

installed stoped as sooned 

as I start using it(3 

different occasion) before 

the test student should be 

conversant with the phone 

they use during practice 

and the should be the one 

they use for operation to 

avoid un forseen 

circumstance,it would 

have been better if an 

UJ-MaGT app was 

commicated to us before 

wwe commenced our 

practicals,I personally 

think that the graphing 

tool is and a plus to this 

generation as it would 

save time and increase 

accuracy level in graph 

and some pratical  

problems reporting 

18. Yisa johnah   M My advice is these 

concerning UJ-aths 

graphing tool is that if the 

university of  jos but all 

over global I think it will 



be a thing to be celebrate, 

my observation in 

UJ-MaGT is that is an 

application make plotting 

of grap so easy. 

19. Ogwuche Elijah Adoyi 

 

 M As a student observed that 

UJ maths graphing tool 

help to plot graps more 

faster and accurately. 

20. Sharon Monday Mwadkon  F  

21. Ademu Victor  M  

22. Mashhod Iyabo blessing  F My advice goes to the 

UJ-maths Graphing 

tool(UJ-MaGT) is for 

them to enlight student or 

give awareness befofe 

introducing it to the 

student to used,Example 

like in physics 104T we 

are through with reporting 

of practical before 

introducing graphing tool, 

please give awareness 

before implementing. 

23. Thomas Dulam yakubu  M  

24. Ukpokwu aaron Idkwulowo  M  

25. Wannang Alex Lephen  M  

26. Edache Linus Sunday  M  

27. Adam Paul Owusoweshi  M  

28. a  M  The graph work is very 

interesting  

29. Kuba Macham Steven  M  

30. Oche Margaret Ezegwu  F  

31. Sameul comfort Ishaleku  F  

32.  Pam Raymond Mark  M  

33. Dashe Parfa  M  

 

    

NAMe Dept/ NURSING Comment 

KOS KAUWA MUNBA   Stop the application graphing 

tool graph should be plotted 

manually.  

Agidi Obu Temple  That is a very well done job.  

Using the App. was fun.  



It is a little bit confusive 

It is a work worthy. 

ONOWA PATIENCE O.   Due to the unavailability of 

computers and laptop to 

students, it made it difficult to 

get access to the Magt App. If 

only this app could be installed 

on mobile phones. 

YAGBA  ASSUMPTA  It is very simplified  

I observed the application is 

good, I firmly advised that the 

federal government should 

support this and schools like 

the secondary schools 

OZOJI CHIOMA GLORIA  The application is really nice 

It should be made available in 

more computers and in the 

library for students to use. 

Jauro Rawlings Wilib    I think the application should 

be developed further and it is 

the beginning of new era of 

education in Nigeria. it should 

be used by all students in 

sciences . 

Amadi  Chioma  

Immaculate  

 it saves time and easy to use, 

please make it accessible in all 

phones. 

Onwudinjo Precious T.  It is easy to use also it saves 

time. It increase one's 

knowledge  

Lazarus N.M   It is made on phone usage 

hope during we find a way to 

use in the examination hall. I 

am more happy about the scale 

choosing ability. 

Gokum Benedit Calphas  It is a nice initiative that 

makes graph plotting 

interesting. It should be made 

available on android phones .  

Ummu Kultum Nasir  The mafuayai graphing tool 

should be stopped because not 

all students have phones and 

can use it. 

Olaiya Deborah Damilola  I feel the app. to be of a good 



innovation and it is useful to 

students as it makes graph 

plotting easy. So the school 

authorities should take over. 

Ajai Christiana Oluwatosin   It is interesting and it makes 

graph plotting easy but when 

next it should be used in 

exams or tests more time 

should be giving. 

It shouldn’t be restricted to 

unijos students alone it should 

be made to go viral   

Ajarrah Usulam enoch    There should be an 

improvement in it to use it to 

calculate other things and it 

should not only be on Android 

phones so that others in the 

secondary school or those who 

cannot afford the expensive 

gadget can have it in the 

smaller phones either 

Yakubu Christopher   The mobile version should be 

invented. Kudos to the maker 

of the App. It us welcomed 

project  because it makes 

graph work easy but it should 

be developed into stuff like the 

calculators so that during 

exams we can go in with it 

since phones are prohibited in 

the examination hall  

Obe Joseph Adikwu   I feel satisfied with this project 

and it can be extended to other 

schools  

I observed that from the video 

calculation of the intercept was 

not clearly explained  

Markus Alice N.  The symbols should be written 

in full all same nice work 

Echere Sandra C.  With due respect to mr 

Mafuyai I just want to express 

sincere gratitude to you for 

your great work. 

The app could even be 



developed to plot the graph it 

self . may God make the app 

go places  

Gofwen Deborah Danjuma   The mafuyai graphing tool is a 

very great invention it should 

be applauded.   

Solomon  Ufulu  Matar    I observed that with this app 

graph plotting is now easy also 

it should be introduced to 

other universities and 

secondary schools 

Jiyah Mohammed Ndache   I just want the inventor to 

improve in the app so the all 

the students can get access to 

it at all times.  

Joseph Comfort O.  The app is good it serves time 

and makes graph plotting easy  

Obadiah Immile Emmanuel  The app is very easy to use 

and it help students to achieve 

their goal but it consumes time 

Abuchi Precious   There should be proper 

awareness and supervision on 

how to use it and students 

should know the importance of 

the App in their day to day 

study 

Nwosun Augustina O.  It should not be a phone app 

only effort should made to put 

it on calculators.  

Pam Rejoice Dung   It is a good and benefiting app 

please can you make it 

accessible on mobile phone . 

Omale Cordelia O,  Make the app simpler it is a 

nice innovation 

It should be made globally 

because it will help students 

all over just keep it up and I 

urge you sir to make this a 

reality all over the world. 

Ogbe Hope John  There is need in the slope and 

intercept formular 

I find the app very essential 

for plotting graph it makes 

graph plotting easy and 



interesting  

Nwaboso Breeze I.  It is a good innovation it 

should be introduced to other 

schools to make their work 

easy 

Dateer Jacinta Tapshak  I found out that it could be 

confusing when calculating the 

intercept but not withstanding 

More apps should be provided 

in a software which can be 

available to all,  students 

should be able to download it 

any time and more time should 

be made available during it 

usage in test or exams 

Yakubu Sarah Aku  The app should be enhanced to 

Java phones, laptop as to make 

all to have it 

PEACE B. GOSHIT  It has helped me as a person to 

plot graph easily  

Opara O. Lotanna   Easy to use, serves time and 

makes graph plotting easy but 

more time should be created in 

the test it exams to avoid 

unnecessary errors 

Oforoum Jennfer O.  The app should be compressed 

into smaller phones as not all 

students have phones. I also 

advice that Students should be 

encouraged on the app usage. 

Stephen Nanbam Bess  The app has answered many 

questions about graph plotting, 

I should be deviced into a 

calculator so that we can take 

it for exams. It is the best thing 

that has ever happened to me 

since I can now plot graph .   

Anga Stephenie f.A  This a is great and it enjoy 

using it a lot and students 

should be thought how to use 

it. I also observed that After 

getting the slope, intercept, 

table and the formulae the app 

should be able to interpret the 



nature of the graph  

I also just to appreciate the 

inventor we the students are 

grateful . 

Emmanuel Ekwerewwu   It just too useful in graph 

plotting  

Emmanuel Reward Pana  The app is a good one I only 

wish the school can make it in 

calculator form is that those 

not having android phones can 

use it too 

Joro David Wrongs   I observed that with the app 

students could plot graph with 

no stress, easy finding of 

slope, intercept, scale and it 

should be endorsed to all 

institutions  

Ogboda Martha    I observed when using the App 

your will be neat and accurate, 

it also serves time that is only 

when understand it.  

When using the App I feel I'm 

so intelligent because I need 

no assistance from anyone 

I want to advice that app 

should be made world wide  

Ezeme Edith Chinyere  The app should be security 

free however it makes work 

easier 

Titus Tracy Ismaila  The app help students to plot 

graph, find scale, intercept and 

slope  

Before I find it hard to plot 

graph but with this app 

plotting graph is so easy 

Thompson Angut  I discover it is a great app 

which reduces low 

performance in plotting graph  

Augustine Zamdayu Wurani  It should be introduced to 

other universities, it serves 

time 

Angyu Sarah Samuel  It is a good app I think it 

should developed like a 

calculator  



It serves time and it is accurate  

Philemon Dianne Akutse  It is a good app that serves 

time and makes it easier for 

students in plotting graph. But 

since we cannot carry phones 

into the exam hall I think it is 

not important because exam is 

the important one and no 

phone in the examination hall  

Maichibi Stella Wayo  It makes plotting of graph 

easy,  finding my scale, slope 

and intercept is now easy 

Timothy Maltida  It is a nice app which makes 

graph plotting easy 

It saves time and energy  

Ugege Daniel Ogheneochko  I observed that the graph tools 

help students plot better 

graphs more easily and I think 

other students in Nigeria and 

in Africa should adopt this 

product so as to improve graph 

plotting  

Dahir Aisha  Users with blackberry and 

android phones with smaller 

screen should be able to scroll 

through their values without 

the orange finish bottom 

blocking it 

Ozumba Samuel Chinonso  It makes graph plotting easy 

and therefore should be made 

globally available for others 

because it is a great 

achievement  

Amali Samuel John   I observed that it cannot be 

used to plot graph of negative 

values 

I advise that the App should be 

upgraded so that students 

could learn great deal of how 

to plot graph, find slope, 

intercept and enable one to 

resolve other graph applied 

problems after using the app  

Samson Johnson Victor   Please there should blackberry 



version 

Meant Cha'amun Esau  I observed that but all 

Students' phones can use this 

app 

Edremoda Deborah Marvelous   I realise that this app is good, 

relevant and useful in this jet 

age of ours. However I notice 

it is most relevant in decimal 

numbers but not too effective 

in whole number especially 

large whole numbers 

If something can be done to 

make useful for all aspect of 

plotting graphs in all 

secondary and tertiary 

institutions  

Ojobo Regina Ene  My advice and observation of 

this app isa bravo to the 

founder of this app because it 

is seriously helping and 

making graph plotting rasier 

If this app is well analysed 

graph plotting would not be 

easy 

It gives accurate graph to me 

serves time 

Madaki Sarah Riswama  At first it was difficult but 

once I got it it became do easy  

Consideration should be made 

that but all students have 

Android phones  

There should be step by step,  

one on one lessons on how to 

properly use the app 

Adama Ojochegbe Rehoboth   The graphing tool is a nice one 

and a great invenion 

My advice is that students 

should use it as a learning 

device and abusing it 

Onukwolo Victor Ifeanyi  The app is good for students 

and it is an app for plotting 

accurate graph 

Rachael Nuhu Dogo  It cannot be used by those who 

are not having smart phones  



Carlenton Ponmwa Audu  My advice is for you to keep 

in going for other researches 

so that you can invent the one 

that can be used on laptops 

and perhaps the to write exams 

with 

Ezeasogu Doris Chidinma  A job well done to the brain 

behind the invention of this 

app 

This app should be given to 

other schools to enable them 

excel too 

Gabriel Maria   I was very happy with the 

invention which makes 

plotting of graph so easy for 

me  

It serves time and very easy to 

use and I feel students from 

other institutions and other 

states will surely come for it 

Omoha Stella Elochukwu  I want to commend all those 

who worked tirelessly to make 

this a success, it has really 

helped us because if you check 

the time you use in looking for 

the scale.  Moreover I don't 

have to spend time looking for 

appropriate scale, slope and 

intercept the app does it all for 

me 

Atang Joseph Izang  I advice that this tools should 

be developed for mathematics 

so that passing exams will be 

easier 

Ubunama C jessica  This app is a good app helpibg 

students alot in graph plotting  

Anelo prince Chidera  The is a nice app making 

graph plotting easy  

   

 

Names Dept/Microbiology Comments 



Dakup Piangun Kennedy   It is a good development and 

all that I will advice on the 

tool is more light should be 

thrown on how to make use of 

the tool though that has done 

but I suggest more light side 

by side to people understand it 

Ayuba Suzan Solomon   Some students like me are yet 

to understand how to make 

use of this graphing took.  

We need more light on how to 

make use of the tools believe 

that when we fully understand 

it will help alot 

Owayo Sarah Ehi  The nature of the graph should 

be included in the next version 

This app has made plotting of 

graph so easy  

Ugwu Chinaza Victor   It is very good and saves time 

Tumba Joseph   For now everything in the app 

is great and it is OK the way it 

works 

Tumba Dickson  The app is ok the way it is, it 

is easy to use and very 

understanding  

Kwalnoe Aaron Peter   The app should be user 

friendly, it should have change 

if theme, night and day mode  

Adaji Joseph Agoh  I suggest that the app should 

be available in calculator like 

since electronics cannot be 

carried inside the exam hall it 

will be a breakthrough in 

physics  

I suggest that in the next 

version of the App should 

have last memory to reduce 

stress 

Abashi Atewa Veronica   It is easy to use, fast and clear  

It saves time,thank you for 

this product 

Dedan Nuzuga Isaac   It has little error ranging from 

0.1-0.2 unit when taking slope 

and intercept formula  



If the values are not set at 

constant the app closes 

The app cannot just be used 

after been shared because it 

has a code 

Agbest Priscilla Ene  The graph should have a place 

to see the sketch of the graph 

you are plotting  

Mary Egbe  It saves time when acquiring 

scales of high value, the app is 

good 

ANGA STEPHANIE F.A  I observed that this app helps 

me to find my scale very fast 

without wasting time 

It makes graph plotting very 

easy  

Job well done it really helped 

me  

ARANDONG UWENG M.  It is a job well-done more 

grease to your elbow sir 

AMANDE JOANNA J.  I observed that using the App 

it awakens one's interest in 

plotting graph  

With this app a perfect graph 

of any form can be plotted 

since a perfect scale has been 

provided by the when 

protocols are obeyed  

NDEL JESSICA N.  It is a faster way of plotting 

graphs  

OKONKWO LILIAN C.  The app is the best thing that 

can happen to physics and 

graph related courses, 

nonetheless I find it a bit 

confusing in slope and 

intercept calculation. I would 

advice if possible for the step 

by step procedure to be more 

elaborate  

ONMONYA ENE COMFORT  I have observed that with the 

app it has improved speed and 

accuracy and even safe time 

and above all it helps good 

accurate result taking about 



the slope and intercept  

THOMAS ABNER BELLO  Cool app although to find the 

slope is a little bit confusing, 

aside that it is very easy to use 

AARONDONG UWENG 

MARTHA 

 My advice is that the app 

should be used globally as to 

help other students, teachers, 

lecturers within and outside 

the country in studying 

physics and graph plotting  

Ishaku Sarah Jeremiah   My advice is that the app 

should be known world wide 

as to reduce failures in 

plotting graph but during 

exams we cannot use it  

   

Name  Dept/ MEDICAL LAB SCI. COMMENTS 

MATHEW CHINENYE ANNE  The graph is very good and 

interesting to use.I would 

suggest it is introduced to the 

secondary school level to 

make graph plotting easy . 

NYAM BAGU CHAI  It is a perfect solution to 

students graph plotting 

problem. It should be 

endorsed in calculator form. 

DANYARO NANRIBET S.  It is very easy to use 

especially when one 

understands the concept. 

LONGS NANPYANL B.  It is fast and easy should be 

made available in android 

versions 

TYEM NINNAN FAMAK  It is a nice one because it 

helps the students to plot their 

graph easily, it’s a giant step in 

Nigerian technological 

advancement   

VONGJEN LUCKY DANIEL  I advices that it be made in the 

calculator form 

I adviced other functions to be 

made so that it can be self 

explanatory 

GOAR MANYE YILJI  It should be available for all 

kind of devices not just 



andriod and let it be made 

necessary in all tertiary 

institutions to use  

DANIEL CHIGOZIE  N.  It is a very good development. 

It will greatly improve the 

grades of the students in 

plotting graph. However I 

recommend for continuation 

of it .  

DOGO SARAH HASSAN  Its important to students and it 

also broaden's students 

knowledge. Great work 

MISAL DANIEL   If students can learn the app 

faster solve the problem in 

relation to graph plotting. I 

suggest it should be extended 

to various institutions.  

JOSHUA ADAH OCHEIDE  Very fast and easy to use, 

Error formula should also be 

created. 

ABAYOMI BLESSING T.  I will greatly advice the app 

should be broadcasted keep it 

up. 

JIWOK  DIDACUS W.  Its should be made available 

on mobile phones . 

SAMUEL GOSPEL O.  It is one of the best things that 

have happened to students and 

it must be encouraged for 

continual usage 

ACHAGH BEMGBA V.  Sweet app I want to be a part 

of it . 

DAKOGOL GENESIS D.   I Strongly agree with this 

invention price of installation 

should be increased 

SALIS NURA S.  Better enlightenment should 

be made about the graphing 

tool. The truth is the app is 

splendid and amazing.  

OSHIM EMMANUEL 

NWEKE  

 The uj-graphing tool is 

encouraging and educative 

students studying maths and 

physics should be thought the 

use 

EDEMA MODIPE FAITH  The innovation of this app will 



encouraged globally  

JUDE REBECCA MAYAM  Uj-graphing tool is a very 

good app for students in 

physics it makes plotting 

graph eaiser and safes time.  

MAHAN DEBORAH DAWUS  The graph is much easier to 

use when you are thought how 

to use it. Wonderful 

innovation.  

JESSICA TORKWASE  Uj-graphing tool is good but 

should be gradually put to use 

because not all students have 

Android phone. 

OKEKE CHRISTIANA C.  I was not opportune to use it 

but my opinion is that if there 

is anything like that it should 

be worldwide. 

ALI JOY   I like uj-graphing tool but time 

giving for the students to use 

it in the test was short. 

ALI SOLOMON ADEJOH   Try and make it available in 

java devices and blackberry 

OS 

JOHNSON MAKUT ISAAC  U-magt is important when 

plotting graph and other 

course that relates to graph 

plotting. Because it increase 

the ability of students in using 

the App. 

GWONG BAGU  My observation is that they 

should make other version that 

can work on devices not only 

Android phones and laptops 

thanks.  

ARINZE IFEANYI  i observed that pleasure and 

satisfaction while learning 

new things and I also believe 

that a few additional used of 

u-j maths graphing App will 

improve  my competence and 

student of physics.  

BASHIR ADAMS  it is very easy to use and 

understand but on using the 

graphing tools u-j maths,  



more time should be giving 

because we are going to spend 

most of our time on our 

phones and by the time we 

return to our graph book the 

time will be almost over, like 

the last test the time was not 

followed accurately. Lastly the 

u-j maths should be made 

inform of a calculator in order 

to make it more easier for us. 

Seriously I love the app and 

God bless u-j MAGT graphing 

tool.  

ICHABA BASHIR  u-j MAGT graphing tool 

makes graphs plotting easier 

and faster and in a convenient 

way. But the problem is 

that,not all the students have 

access to the app.  

PETER PATIENCE MAYOH  IT saves time and makes 

graph plotting more 

understanding. Patience  

NANDEM EDWARD 

TUPSAK 

 i advice that a video should be 

make to teach students  how 

to plot graph  because is 

possible some may not 

understand how the app gets 

the values and this may lead to 

poor understanding of how to 

plot graph.  

KATKUK AARON JOHN  well the tool is okay but just 

that the app does not allow 

you to go back or replay any 

manipulation  you might 

have made  mistakes while 

imputing your data. And if I 

am to suggest,i will suggest 

that the app should have a 

rational video attached to it for 

beginners using the magt app. 

But one disadvantage of the 

App is that it can only be 

installed in smart phones other  



 

 

 

NAMe Dept/Chem  Comment 

Ogbole Emmanuel Peter  With the help of the App, the 

areas of graph work is easier 

and make the graph to an 

accurate one in compare with 

plotting the graph without it.  

Nendelmwa  K. Golshang  That is a very well done job.  

Using the App. was fun.  

Randong Dorcas Sunday   The should be online so that 

others can have it too.  

Dachen Chiname  Lakat  I observe the application is 

good, I firmly advised that the 

federal government should 

support this and schools like 

the secondary schools 

Chantu Joseph Mfeng  The application is really nice 

Nwoji Angel Mimi    I think the application should 

be developed further and it is 

the beginning of new era of 

than other simple phones like 

Java.and secondly phones are 

not allowed into the exams 

hall and there by making the 

Calcutators 

EZE ESTHER   it should be generalized and 

accepted world wide and they 

should keep it up.  

CALEB ESTHER  this application have great 

brought great achievement and 

excellent to student that 

knows how to use the 

application, there fore my 

advice is that extensive 

orientation should be given to 

potential users that does not 

know how to use the 

application so that they can 

also be carried along. 

OCHA THOMA  A welcome development 

   

   

    

   

    



education in Nigeria  

Okafor Ojone Caroline   it saves time and easy to use,  

I want to believe that when it 

over the country people from 

far and near will come for and 

may God the inventor  

Osun Onishi Patience   It is easy to use also it saves 

time. It increase one's 

knowledge  

 Oluwaseun Odeleke  It is made on phone usage 

hope during we find a way to 

use in the examination hall 

Wuti Noah Alheri  It is a nice initiative that 

makes graph plotting 

interesting  

Mancha  patience Pam  The is very easy to use making 

graph plotting easy  

Adagwu  Paul Adakole  I feel the app. to be of a good 

innovation and it is useful to 

students as it makes graph 

plotting easy 

Muhtari Muwaira  It is interesting and it makes 

graph plotting easy but when 

next it should be used in 

exams or tests more time will 

be needed 

Dawuleng Mwanlong Godwin   There should be an 

improvement in it to use it to 

calculate other things and it 

should not only be on Android 

phones so that others in the 

secondary school or those who 

cannot afford the expensive 

gadget can have it in the 

smaller phones either 

Okoro Joseph Chukwudi  Kudos to the maker of the 

App. It us welcomed project  

because it makes graph work 

easy but it should be 

developed into stuff like the 

calculators so that during 

exams we can go in with it 

since phones are prohibited in 

the examination hall  



Agaba Augustine Abine  I feel satisfied with this project 

and it can be extended to other 

schools  

Okwoli Christian Onuh  The symbols should be written 

in full all same nice work 

Obisesan Ifeoluwa Olamiposi  The app closes unnecessarily  

when in use 

It should be used friend that is 

the names and symbols should 

be in full 

The app could even be 

developed to plot the graph 

instead 

Adams Matthew Pam  It does not work for negative 

values but it is a very good and 

excellent product  

Tetu Elfreda Ishaku  I observed that with this app 

graph plotting is now easy also 

it should be introduced to 

other universities and 

secondary schools 

Dapak Lucky Danjuma  I just want the inventor to go 

on in making more discoveries 

and God bless you as you 

through for another research  

Adole Ckement Igoche  The app is good it serves time 

and makes graph plotting easy  

Mohammed Umar  The app is very easy to use 

and it help students to achieve 

their goal but it consumes time 

Moses Tina   There should be proper 

awareness and supervision on 

how to use it and students 

should know the importance of 

the App in their day to day 

study 

Arin Mercy Afe  It should be a phone app only  

Josiah Joy Ukaonu  It is a good and benefiting app 

Mweltok Gabriel Lepnaan  Make the app simpler it is a 

nice innovation 

It should be made globally 

because it will help students 

all over just keep it up 

Ebereonwu Precious Uchechi  There is need in the slope and 



intercept formular 

I find the app very essential 

for plotting graph it makes 

graph plotting easy and 

interesting  

Chigbu Joy Udoka  It is a good innovation it 

should be introduced to other 

schools to make their work 

easy 

Malan Marshal Jacob   More apps should be provided 

in a software which can be 

available to all,  students 

should be able to download it 

any time and more time should 

be made available during it 

usage in test or exams 

Audu Caleb Adeiza  The app should be enhanced to 

Java phones, laptop as to make 

all to have it 

Moses Salome Nyam  It has helped me as a person to 

plot graph easily  

Etuka Moses Idoko  Easy to use, serves time and 

makes graph plotting easy but 

more time should be created in 

the test it exams to avoid 

unnecessary errors 

Anku Deborah Ashem  Students should be encouraged 

on the app 

Vidab Istifamus  The app has answered many 

questions about graph plotting, 

I should be deviced into a 

calculator so that we can take 

it for exams 

Kondoiyol Esther Seember  The should be made world 

wide 

After getting the slope, 

intercept, table and the 

formulae the app should be 

able to interpret the nature of 

the graph  

I also just to appreciate the 

inventor we the students are 

grateful  

Emmanuel Ekwerewwu   It just too useful in graph 



plotting  

Emmanuel Reward Pana  The app is a good one I only 

wish the school can make it in 

calculator form is that those 

not having android phones can 

use it too 

Joro David Wrongs   I observed that with the app 

students could plot graph with 

no stress, easy finding of 

slope, intercept, scale and it 

should be endorsed to all 

institutions  

Ogboda Martha    I observed when using the App 

your will be neat and accurate, 

it also serves time that is only 

when understand it.  

When using the App I feel I'm 

so intelligent because I need 

no assistance from anyone 

I want to advice that app 

should be made world wide  

Ezeme Edith Chinyere  The app should be security 

free however it makes work 

easier 

Titus Tracy Ismaila  The app help students to plot 

graph, find scale, intercept and 

slope  

Before I find it hard to plot 

graph but with this app 

plotting graph is so easy 

Thompson Angut  I discover it is a great app 

which reduces low 

performance in plotting graph  

Augustine Zamdayu Wurani  It should be introduced to 

other universities, it serves 

time 

Angyu Sarah Samuel  It is a good app I think it 

should developed like a 

calculator  

It serves time and it is accurate  

Philemon Dianne Akutse  It is a good app that serves 

time and makes it easier for 

students in plotting graph. But 

since we cannot carry phones 



into the exam hall I think it is 

not important because exam is 

the important one and no 

phone in the examination hall  

Maichibi Stella Wayo  It makes plotting of graph 

easy,  finding my scale, slope 

and intercept is now easy 

Timothy Maltida  It is a nice app which makes 

graph plotting easy 

It saves time and energy  

Ugege Daniel Ogheneochko  I observed that the graph tools 

help students plot better 

graphs more easily and I think 

other students in Nigeria and 

in Africa should adopt this 

product so as to improve graph 

plotting  

Dahir Aisha  Users with blackberry and 

android phones with smaller 

screen should be able to scroll 

through their values without 

the orange finish bottom 

blocking it 

Ozumba Samuel Chinonso  It makes graph plotting easy 

and therefore should be made 

globally available for others 

because it is a great 

achievement  

Amali Samuel John   I observed that it cannot be 

used to plot graph of negative 

values 

I advise that the App should be 

upgraded so that students 

could learn great deal of how 

to plot graph, find slope, 

intercept and enable one to 

resolve other graph applied 

problems after using the app  

Samson Johnson Victor   Please there should blackberry 

version 

Meant Cha'amun Esau  I observed that but all 

Students' phones can use this 

app 

Edremoda Deborah Marvelous   I realise that this app is good, 



relevant and useful in this jet 

age of ours. However I notice 

it is most relevant in decimal 

numbers but not too effective 

in whole number especially 

large whole numbers 

If something can be done to 

make useful for all aspect of 

plotting graphs in all 

secondary and tertiary 

institutions  

Ojobo Regina Ene  My advice and observation of 

this app isa bravo to the 

founder of this app because it 

is seriously helping and 

making graph plotting rasier 

If this app is well analysed 

graph plotting would not be 

easy 

It gives accurate graph to me 

serves time 

Madaki Sarah Riswama  At first it was difficult but 

once I got it it became do easy  

Consideration should be made 

that but all students have 

Android phones  

There should be step by step,  

one on one lessons on how to 

properly use the app 

Adama Ojochegbe Rehoboth   The graphing tool is a nice one 

and a great invenion 

My advice is that students 

should use it as a learning 

device and abusing it 

Onukwolo Victor Ifeanyi  The app is good for students 

and it is an app for plotting 

accurate graph 

Rachael Nuhu Dogo  It cannot be used by those who 

are not having smart phones  

Carlenton Ponmwa Audu  My advice is for you to keep 

in going for other researches 

so that you can invent the one 

that can be used on laptops 

and perhaps the to write exams 



with 

Ezeasogu Doris Chidinma  A job well done to the brain 

behind the invention of this 

app 

This app should be given to 

other schools to enable them 

excel too 

Gabriel Maria   I was very happy with the 

invention which makes 

plotting of graph so easy for 

me  

It serves time and very easy to 

use and I feel students from 

other institutions and other 

states will surely come for it 

Omoha Stella Elochukwu  I want to commend all those 

who worked tirelessly to make 

this a success, it has really 

helped us because if you check 

the time you use in looking for 

the scale.  Moreover I don't 

have to spend time looking for 

appropriate scale, slope and 

intercept the app does it all for 

me 

Atang Joseph Izang  I advice that this tools should 

be developed for mathematics 

so that passing exams will be 

easier 

Ubunama C jessica  This app is a good app helpibg 

students alot in graph plotting  

Anelo prince Chidera  The is a nice app making 

graph plotting easy  

   

 

Names Dept/Microbiology Comments 

Dakup Piangun Kennedy   It is a good development and 

all that I will advice on the 



tool is more light should be 

thrown on how to make use of 

the tool though that has done 

but I suggest more light side 

by side to people understand it 

Ayuba Suzan Solomon   Some students like me are yet 

to understand how to make 

use of this graphing took.  

We need more light on how to 

make use of the tools believe 

that when we fully understand 

it will help alot 

Owayo Sarah Ehi  The nature of the graph should 

be included in the next version 

This app has made plotting of 

graph so easy  

Ugwu Chinaza Victor   It is very good and saves time 

Tumba Joseph   For now everything in the app 

is great and it is OK the way it 

works 

Tumba Dickson  The app is ok the way it is, it 

is easy to use and very 

understanding  

Kwalnoe Aaron Peter   The app should be user 

friendly, it should have change 

if theme, night and day mode  

Adaji Joseph Agoh  I suggest that the app should 

be available in calculator like 

since electronics cannot be 

carried inside the exam hall it 

will be a breakthrough in 

physics  

I suggest that in the next 

version of the App should 

have last memory to reduce 

stress 

Abashi Atewa Veronica   It is easy to use, fast and clear  

It saves time,thank you for 

this product 

Dedan Nuzuga Isaac   It has little error ranging from 

0.1-0.2 unit when taking slope 

and intercept formula  

If the values are not set at 

constant the app closes 



The app cannot just be used 

after been shared because it 

has a code 

Agbest Priscilla Ene  The graph should have a place 

to see the sketch of the graph 

you are plotting  

Mary Egbe  It saves time when acquiring 

scales of high value, the app is 

good 

Onyeka Onyinyechi 

Maryblessing 

 I observed that this app helps 

me to find my scale very fast 

without wasting time 

It makes graph plotting very 

easy  

Job well done it really helped 

me  

Muhammed Suwaiba Adamu  It is a job well-done more 

grease to your elbow sir 

Elinora Simi John Dung  I observed that using the App 

it awakens one's interest in 

plotting graph  

With this app a perfect graph 

of any form can be plotted 

since a perfect scale has been 

provided by the when 

protocols are obeyed  

Joseph Sarah Anzahi  It is a faster way of plotting 

graphs  

Irokanulo Ezinne Vivian  The app is the best thing that 

can happen to physics and 

graph related courses, 

nonetheless I find it a bit 

confusing in slope and 

intercept calculation. I would 

advice if possible for the step 

by step procedure to be more 

elaborate  

Omoyi Peter Uke   I have observed that with the 

app it has improved speed and 

accuracy and even safe time 

and above all it helps good 

accurate result taking about 

the slope and intercept  

Alagbu Jennifer Onyedika  It is a very good app although 



to find the slope is a little bit 

confusing, aside that it is very 

easy to use 

Nankur Byenict Silas  I think the app should be used 

globally as to help other 

students, teachers, lecturers 

within and outside the country 

in studying physics and graph 

plotting  

Ishaku Sarah Jeremiah   My advice is that the app 

should be known world wide 

as to reduce failures in 

plotting graph but during 

exams we cannot use it  

Pofi Sekyen Delphine  It is very fast and easy to 

understand  

Aminci franca Nyimwadang   I observed that the app doesn't 

sketch how the graph will look 

like  

Allison Noble Chiehiura   The graph is very good and 

interesting to use. I hope to 

see it being used actions the 

world soon. I would suggest it 

is introduced to the secondary 

school level to make graph 

plotting easy  

Haruna Sahura Suleiman  It is a perfect solution to 

students graph plotting 

problem. It should be 

endorsed in calculator form 

Okogba Tessy Uju  It is very easy to use 

especially when one 

understands the concept. 

I want the inventor to device a 

means so that who cannot get 

android phones can still use it.  

May God bless the inventor  

Chuwang Prince Pam  It is fast and easy to use but 

the enter key usually block the 

answer  

Ibrahim Suzan Likita  It is a nice one because it 

helps the students to plot their 

graph easily,tumbs up to the 

inventor  



Ayighu Joseph Iliya  I advices that it be made in the 

calculator form so that 

secondary school level and 

other institutions can have it 

during exams. It is very 

helpful in the plotting of 

graph.  

I adviced other functions to be 

made so that the ordinary man 

can use it  

Madaki Sadma Abubakar  It should be available for all 

kind of devices not just 

andriod  

Daniel Issac   It is a very good development. 

It will greatly improve the 

grades of the students in 

plotting graph.  But however 

it will cause student to forget 

about finding scales since it is 

easy to get the values using 

the app 

Danladi shedrack Zhugun  It is very important to students 

and it also broaden's students 

knowledge. Thank you sir 

Yirlong Rangmi Rachael   If students can learn the app 

faster solve the problem in 

relation to graph plotting. I 

suggest some of the App 

should be deleted because 

everything that had to do with 

graph is made easy and that 

will me to be lazy.  

Ozioma K. C Okwuchukwu  Very fast and easy to use, it 

saves time but reduces 

students ability to use their to 

plot graph and it 

inconveniences students who 

cannot afford andriod. 

It makes the graph to look 

neater  

Osuji precious Chijindu  I will greatly advice the app 

should be broadcasted and 

published all over the country 

and even the world at large so 



as to aid students in plotting 

graph  

Eremem F. Manasseh   It is a nice app indeed  

Chai Ebenezer Emmanuel   In the me t version the slope 

calculation should be made 

easy  

 AGRICULTURAL 

ECON/EXTENTION 

 

Adebiyi David O.   It should be available for other 

devices and easy installation 

and also the government 

should create a workshop 

specially to teach students and 

secondary school teachers to 

use.  

The prices of installation 

should be increased cuz the 

process of creating such an 

app is not easy.  

Mshelia Stephen Anthony  Better enlightenment should 

be made about the graphing 

tool, as only one teacher to a 

class of more than 1000 

students can be cumbersome. 

The truth is the app is splendid 

and amazing.  

Zakari Yusuf Ya'u   The uj-graphing tool is 

encouraging and educative 

students studying maths and 

physics should be thought  

how to use it.  

Pyalson Esther Neken   -it makes graph plotting easy 

and saves time 

-the innovation of this app will 

encourage other departments 

to improve  

Yusufu Francisca Simon  Uj-graphing tool is a very 

good app for students in 

physics it makes plotting 

graph eaiser and safes time.  

Silas Malpung Haruna   The graph is much easier to 

use when you are thought how 

to use it. It's indeed a good 

innovation.  



Miri Gwarktim Solomon   Uj-graphing tool is good but 

should be gradually put to use 

because not all students have 

Android phone. 

Mwoldam Biyaya Foreman  I was not opportune to use it 

but my opinion is that if there 

is anything like that it should 

be encouraged as the world is 

becoming a global village. My 

friends who had it really had a 

good graph plotting and I 

loved it.  

Dashe Millicent Rapnaan  -i like uj-graphing tool but 

time giving for the students to 

use it in the test was short  

-its easy to use once u 

understand how to use it 

With more time one can use it 

well. 

Okechukwu Alpha  Try and make it available in 

java devices and blackberry 

OS lower than BBIO 

ADMAN AUDU BWEYEMI  U-magt is important  when 

plotting graph and other 

course that relates to graph 

plotting.because it increase the 

ability of students in using the 

App and problem is that the 

app is not available for every  

student, and not all student 

can use the apps the need to 

put through  so that they will 

understand how to use the 

app. Using the App will make 

some student  lazy in their 

studies.  

EZEABIKNA JACINFA 

OGECHUKWU 

 i think they should make other 

version that can work on 

devices not only Android 

phones and laptops thanks.  

ISHAQ HANUSU 

MUHAMMAD 

 i observed that pleasure and 

satisfaction while learning 

new things and I also believe 

that a few additional used of 



u-j maths graphing App will 

improve  my competence and 

student of physics.  

BASHIR HELEN ADAMS  it is very easy to use and 

understand but on using the 

graphing tools u-j maths,  

more time should be giving 

because we are going to spend 

most of our time on our 

phones and by the time we 

return to our graph book the 

time will be almost over, like 

the last test the time was not 

followed accurately. Lastly the 

u-j maths should be made 

inform of a calculator in order 

to make it more easier for us. 

Seriously I love the app and 

God bless u-j MAGT graphing 

tool.  

ICHABA BASHIR  u-j MAGT graphing tool 

makes graphs plotting easier 

and faster and in a convenient 

way. But the problem is 

that,not all the students have 

access to the app.  

PETER PATIENCE MAYOH  IT saves time and makes 

graph plotting more 

understanding. Patience  

NANDEM EDWARD 

TUPSAK 

 i advice that a video should be 

make to teach students  how 

to plot graph  because is 

possible some may not 

understand how the app gets 

the values and this may lead to 

poor understanding of how to 

plot graph.  

KATKUK AARON JOHN  well the tool is okay but just 

that the app does not allow 

you to go back or replay any 

manipulation  you might 

have made  mistakes while 

imputing your data. And if I 

am to suggest,i will suggest 



that the app should have a 

rational video attached to it for 

beginners using the magt app. 

But one disadvantage of the 

App is that it can only be 

installed in smart phones other  

than other simple phones like 

Java.and secondly phones are 

not allowed into the exams 

hall and there by making the 

app to be used by students 

during test and assignment 

only. So if it is going to be 

possible to have a build up 

device for the magt tools,  I 

think it will be very much 

welcome so that it can be used 

like calculators in the exams 

halls thank you.  

EZE ONYNEYE ESTHER   it should be generalized and 

accepted world wide and they 

should keep it up.  

CALEB ESTHER  this application have great 

brought great achievement and 

excellent to student that 

knows how to use the 

application, there fore my 

advice is that extensive 

orientation should be given to 

potential users that does not 

know how to use the 

application so that they can 

also be carried along. 

OCHA THOMAS OCHA   it is a welcome development 

EZEABIRWA FRANSISCA 

CHINONE 

 It is a very good development  

but to my observation  many 

student do not have phones 

that can make use of the 

graphing tool. If only it can be 

made like a calculation it will 

be better used. Thanks to u-j 

maths graphing tools.  

ANTEYI REJOICE ELOYI  The App is excellent easy to 

use and understand more 



 

 

NAME Dept/ veterinary medicine Comment 

Kenneth Ewere O.  With the help of the App, the 

areas of graph work is easier 

and make the graph to an 

accurate one in compare with 

plotting the graph without it 

manually. 

Nandap Necodemus L.  The mafuyai graphing tool is 

indeed a new adventure to be 

part of I love it. 

Iliah Levi Sunom .  The App is a great invention 

which will make a very 

difficult aspect of physics 

easier. 

Musa Abdu  The mafuyai graphing tool 

should be stopped and a new 

method of plotting graph 

introduced that will be , an  

easier application and cheaper 

and accessible to all the 

students.  

Ishaku Bariyati  The application is really easy 

grease to your elbow u-j maGr 

AUGUSTINE ZUGHUMNAN 

BENUEL 

 obviously I observed 

experience so many thing and 

it really help alot in graph 

plotting.my advice to UK 

maths graphing tool is that let 

agredidate the soft ware to be 

use in the universes in general.  

KURE MANYA JAMES  unshod should be providing 

App such as the UJ magt their 

work easy and make them to 

nominate error when plotting 

a graph solving other problem 

concerning it. Student will 

find it easy using the App if it 

is always available and 

someone can put them through 

on how to use it.  

PLANGKYES PERET 

PANCHIN 

 it's wonderful to know you 

can just use your phone and 

plot graphs. I think if it's 

improved  



to use but makes student lazier 

Bature Yop Jeremiah     I think the application should 

be developed further and it is 

the beginning of new era of 

education in Nigeria . he did a 

very good job. 

Mathew Odey James  it saves time and easy to use,  

I want to believe that when it 

over the country people from 

far and near will come for and 

may God the inventor. 

Satisfactory .  

Joseph Elisha    It is easy to use also it saves 

time. It increase one's 

knowledge THUMPS UP  

Golupwi Rodtong John  It is made on phone usage 

hope during we find a way to 

use in the examination hall. 

All the same it is a very good 

app 

Suwa mary Panmwa   It is a nice initiative that 

makes graph plotting 

interesting it is very 

comprehensible but many who 

do not know how to use it may 

have bad comments about it. 

But no one can change the fact 

that it will stay.  

Sylvia chisaa clement   My advice is that it should be 

made available so that the 

students can install even on 

deskstops is very easy to use 

making graph plotting easy  

Bawa christiana Dogo  I feel the app. Is a good 

innovation and it is useful to 

students as it makes graph 

plotting easy I could creat jobs 

and bring in more inventors to 

collaborate  

Okugya kefas ashi  It is interesting and it makes 

graph plotting easy although 

students now wont want to use 

the manual method again. 

Ogwujo pamela omari    There should be an 



improvement in it to use it to 

calculate other things and it 

should not only be on Android 

phones so that others in the 

secondary school or those who 

cannot afford the expensive 

gadget can have it in the 

smaller phones either 

Nanbol nanoyal D.   Kudos to the maker of the 

App. It us welcomed project  

because it makes graph work 

easy but it should be 

developed into stuff like the 

calculators so that during 

exams we can go in with it 

since phones are prohibited in 

the examination hall  

Danladi Godiya asuku   I feel satisfied with this project 

and it can be extended to other 

schools  

Hirekaan moses Ngulor  The symbols should be written 

in full all same nice work 

Adaji ocholi Gideon   The app closes when in use at 

some point  

It should be used friend that is 

the names and symbols should 

be in full 

The app could even be 

developed to plot the graph 

instead 

Aguneche onuche shalom  I didn’t use the app but my 

friends spoke of the positive 

implication of the app I advice 

it be meant to go round it is a 

very good and excellent 

product  

Abikpo Osarewa  My advice to the mafuyai 

graphing tool is that it was a 

pleasure using it but it was not 

introduced to us on time and I  

observed that with this app 

graph plotting is now easy also 

it should be introduced to 

other universities and 



secondary schools 

Selzing dandam nanvyek  I just want the inventor to go 

on in making more discoveries 

and God bless you as you 

through for another research  

Daniel precious oyanu  The app is good it serves time 

and makes graph plotting easy 

and I will be a wonderful app 

for students if the can 

download it on phones  

Davou francis john   The app is very easy to use 

and it help students to achieve 

their goal but it consumes time 

but more orientation should be 

giving to students on how to 

use. 

Datong aaron shadrach   There should be proper 

awareness and supervision on 

how to use it and students 

should know the importance of 

the App in their day to day 

study 

Ozokolo chiamaka  It should be a phone app only  

Ajala damilare tolulope  It is a good and benefiting app 

but there are some challenges 

that needs to be looked into In 

determining error analysis 

Dashap nandan gideon   Make the app simpler it is a 

nice innovation 

It should be made globally 

because it will help students 

all over just keep it up 

Duniya shammah  There is need in the slope and 

intercept formular 

I find the app very essential 

for plotting graph it makes 

graph plotting easy and 

interesting  

Idris hafsat musa   It is a good innovation it 

should be introduced to other 

schools to make their work 

easy 

Ejeh moses ogwuche  More apps should be provided 

in a software which can be 



available to all,  students 

should be able to download it 

any time and more time should 

be made available during it 

usage in test or exams 

Adamu faithdan   The app should be enhanced to 

Java phones, laptop as to make 

all to have it it really saves 

time to use  

Firbuk lucky james   Thanks to mr mafuyai for this 

great invention it should be 

published so  it on their own 

so all the students can learn It 

has helped me as a person to 

plot graph easily  

Joel yitmwa hope   Easy to use, serves time and 

makes graph plotting easy but 

more time should be created in 

the test it exams to avoid 

unnecessary errors 

Adewale olopade   Students should be encouraged 

on the app 

Nguket domshak benmuwan  The app has answered many 

questions about graph plotting, 

I should be deviced into a 

calculator so that we can take 

it for exams 

Kpasham luimommei zethem  The should be made world 

wide 

After getting the slope, 

intercept, table and the 

formulae the app should be 

able to interpret the nature of 

the graph  

I also just to appreciate the 

inventor we the students are 

grateful  

Emmanuel Ekwerewwu   It just too useful in graph 

plotting  

Abiayi chinedu david    The app is a good one I only 

wish the school can make it in 

calculator form is that those 

not having android phones can 

use it too 



Okoro promise    I observed that with the app 

students could plot graph with 

no stress, easy finding of 

slope, intercept, scale and it 

should be endorsed to all 

institutions  

Ogboda Martha    I observed when using the App 

your will be neat and accurate, 

it also serves time that is only 

when understand it.  

   

NAME  DEPT/PHARMACY  COMMENTS 

OMALE DANIEL ABOJE  We need mobile app. 

ADAMU MAIJIDDA SANNI  It should be introduced to 

other universities, it serves 

time 

ABU SAMUEL JUNIOR  It is a good app I think it 

should developed like a 

calculator  

It saves time and it is accurate  

JOHN NANDOM  It is a good app that saves time 

and makes it easier for 

students in plotting graph. But 

since we cannot carry phones 

into the exam hall I think it is 

not important because exam is 

the important one and no 

phone in the examination hall  

SHEDUL JUDITH BENCHIT  It makes plotting of graph 

easy,  finding my scale, slope 

and intercept is now easy 

ONAGA JOHN CHIMDI  It saves time and energy  

ADEBAJI MARY REM  I think other students in 

Nigeria and in Africa countries  

should adopt this product so as 

to improve graph plotting.  

Simon Emmanuel Madaki  It could reach its peak if 

transferred to calculators. 

MABUR BWEHDAT S.  It makes graph plotting easy 

and therefore should be made 

globally available for others 

because it is a great 

achievement  

OCHOGWU FAITH O.  It has helped me am now not 



afraid of plotting graphs .   

UMAR FATIMA B.   The tool should be transferred 

to various institutions of 

learning . 

EZEH CHIAMAKA F.  I observed that but all 

Students' phones can use this 

app its an impressive app it 

should be on phones 

MADAKI MATHEW AGOM   I realise that this app is good, 

relevant and useful in this jet 

age of ours.  

BAKO VICTOR BOBAI  My advice and observation of 

this app is a bravo to the 

founder of this app because it 

is seriously helping and makes 

work neat 

IBRAHIM SAADATU  At first it was difficult but 

once I got it it became do easy  

Consideration should be made 

that but all students have 

Android phones  

There should be step by step,  

one on one lessons on how to 

properly use the app 

MURHTAR AHMED   The graphing tool is a nice one 

and a great invention 

ODEH SUSAN OOJA  The app is good for students 

and it is an app for plotting 

accurate graph 

OBUTE ANDREW OBUTE  It cannot be used by those who 

are not having smart phones 

and should be on calculators. 

Chukwu valentine chike  My advice is for you to keep 

in going for other researches 

so that you can invent the one 

that can be used on laptops 

and to write exams with it. 

DATOU YUSUFGYANG   A job well done to the brain 

behind the invention of this 

app 

This app should be given to 

other schools to enable them 

excel too I also advice that 

manual should be made for it. 



MICHEAL PAUL OBRI  It’s a life worth of experience 

capable of changing the bad 

impressions of students on 

graph plotting. 

DAGUR EMMANUEL M,  I want to commend by saying 

keep it up sir the lord is your 

strength. 

AGBO IRENE ENUWA   I advice that this tools should 

be developed for mathematics 

so that passing exams will be 

easier 

WILFRED DAJIN   This app is a good app helping 

students alot in graph plotting  

DAKUP UMBULE C.  The is a nice app making 

graph plotting easy  

SEMSHAK NISHAK I  A help icon should be inserted 

to help guide the students  

 

Names Dept/ pharmacy Comments 

AZAMA EMMANUEL 

AKONYE  

 It is a good development and 

all that I will advice on the 

tool is more light should be 

thrown on how to make use of 

the tool. 

EKONG DAVID E.  It should be programmed in 

portable devices  

ZOAKA JEMIMAH AYUBA  The nature of the graph should 

be included in the next version 

This app has made plotting of 

graph so easy  

MICHEAL EDACHE 

EMMANUEL  

 It is a very good app and it 

saves time 

LUKA JOSHUA ALPHA   Everything in the app is great 

and it is OK the way it works 

DAWUK PEACE JOEL  The app is ok the way it is, it 

is easy to use and very 

understanding  

SATI SELKUN BARNABAS  The app should be user 



friendly, it should have change 

in themes   

EZE CHIOMA FAITH  I suggest that the app should 

be available in calculators 

I suggest that in the next 

version of the App should 

have lasting memory to reduce 

stress 

NWOSU CHIAMAKA F.  It is easy to use, fast and clear  

It saves time, thank you for 

this product keep it up 

GODWIN BITRUS   It has clearify my toughest are 

of graph plotting. It makes me 

want to keep plotting graphs  

HARUNA ABIGAIL AWADZI  The graph should have a place 

to see the sketch of the graph 

you are plotting  

OFIKWU DANIEL   It saves time when acquiring 

scales of high value, the app is 

good It needs to reach a lot of 

people . 

EZEH HENRY EKENE   It makes graph plotting very 

easy  

Job well done it really helped 

me  

OGOH MIKE ELLA  It is a job well-done more 

grease to your elbow sir result 

in graph plotting has been 

excellent  

OCHIGBO PETER   I observed that using the App 

it awakens one's interest in 

plotting graph 

ALIH OKEM DAVID   My fear is that it might make 

up coming children lazy. 

AUGUSTINE KATHERINE 

D. 

 My advice is that the app is 

the best thing that can happen 

to physics and graph related 

courses, nonetheless I find it a 

bit confusing in slope and 

intercept calculation. I would 

advice if possible for the step 

by step procedure to be more 

elaborate  

MATHEW MARVALOUS   My advice is that the app 



should be worked on and 

made easier and portable for 

use  

BABAN MARYAM UMMA  It is a very good app although 

to find the slope is a little bit 

confusing, aside that it is very 

easy to use 

AYUBA ISAH BATAH  It consumes time when using 

it. 

APEH EMMANUEL UCHE   My advice is that the app 

should be known world wide 

as to reduce failures in 

plotting graph but during 

exams we cannot use it . And 

he should ensure the theory 

reaches an intensify 

conclusion  

GWANTU BERNARD J.  It is very fast and easy to 

understand  

 JAFARU AMINA  I observed that the app doesn't 

sketch how the graph will look 

please work on that aspect    

AGAB EGYE DAVID   Seriously I felt very happy 

when I heard about the app. 

The graph is very clean and 

interesting to use. I hope to 

see it being used actions the 

world soon. I would suggest it 

is introduced to the secondary 

school level to make graph 

plotting easy  

UGWU CALISTER K.  It is a perfect solution to 

students graph plotting 

problem. It should be 

endorsed in calculator form 

OLAPESE MARGARET A.  It is very easy to use 

especially when one 

understands the concept. 

OHANU GERALO U.  Its really a great app but needs 

to be compressed to android  

ANGEL ABIGAIL   It is a nice one because it 

helps the students to plot their 

graph easily,tumbs up to the 

inventor  



KORNO OLALEKAN G  I advices that it be made in the 

calculator form so that 

secondary school level and 

other institutions can have it 

during exams. 

I adviced other functions to be 

made so that the ordinary man 

can use it  

AUGUSTINE JENNER A.  It should be available for all 

kind of devices not just 

andriod  

BATURE NVOU    It is a very good development. 

Some sections should explain 

how to use the app. 

ACHOMADU NNAMDI P.  I Think app should be 

modified for better usage 

thank you sir 

ZORENO ZADOK TOYA   If students can learn the app 

faster solve the problem in 

relation to graph plotting. I 

suggest some of the App 

should be deleted because 

everything that had to do with 

graph is made easy and that 

will me to be lazy.  

SAMSON ALFRED ABUNI  Very fast and easy to use, it 

saves time but reduces 

students ability to use their to 

plot graph and it 

inconveniences students who 

cannot afford andriod. 

It makes the graph to look 

neater .make it on windows 

phones sir. 

ONOBUN EHIZUA D.   I will greatly advice the app 

should be broadcasted and 

published all over the country 

and even the world at large so 

as to aid students in plotting 

graph  

ODEH ISAAC   It is a nice app indeed students 

needs to know more about the 

app 

BELLO HIDAYAT O.  In the me t version the slope 



calculation should be made 

easy  

SARAH OJOCHUDO   Splendid and encouraging . 

OGBONNAYA IFEOMA .  It should be available for other 

devices and easy installation 

and also the government 

should create a workshop 

specially to teach students and 

secondary school teachers to 

use. 

SAMUEL MIRIAM C.  The app is not easily 

accessible it should made 

available.  

OGECHI JOY A.  The uj-graphing tool is 

encouraging and educative 

students studying maths and 

physics should be thought  

how to use it. 

WANCHE ERNEEST   -it makes graph plotting easy 

and saves time 

-Long live Mafuyai graphing 

tool 

Long live mr Mafuyai 

Long live unijos 

 

ISHAYA EMMANUEL T.  Uj-graphing tool has gone a 

very long way in helping 

students the apps help physics 

it makes plotting graph eaiser 

and safes time.  

USMAN OJONUGWA   The graph is much easier to 

use when you are thought how 

to use it. It's indeed a good 

innovation.  

  Uj-graphing tool is good but 

should be gradually put to use 

because not all students have 

Android phone. 

EMMANUEL JOSEPH Y.  I was not opportune to use it 

but my opinion is that if there 

is anything like that it should 

be encouraged as the world is 

becoming a global village. My 

friends who had it really had a 



good graph plotting and I 

loved it. 

ILIYAH JOSEPH   -i like uj-graphing tool but 

time giving for the students to 

use it in the test was short. 

BELLO ABDULARAHAMAN  Try and make it available in 

java devices and blackberry 

OS lower than BBIO 

DAVID NOAH ANAYA  U-magt is important  when 

plotting graph and other 

course it should be 

implemented   

BANA DANIEL JAMU  i think they should make other 

version that can work on 

devices not only Android 

phones and laptops thanks.  

ALU EMMANUEL OJOBO   i observed that pleasure and 

satisfaction while learning 

new things and I also believe 

that a few additional used of 

u-j maths graphing App will 

improve  my competence and 

student of physics.  

OGARAKU MARVINS N.  it is very easy to use and 

understand but on using the 

graphing tools u-j maths,  

more time should be giving 

because we are going to spend 

most of our time on our 

phones and by the time we 

return to our graph book the 

time will be almost over, like 

the last test the time was not 

followed accurately. Lastly the 

u-j maths should be made 

inform of a calculator. 

Seriously I love the app and 

God bless u-j MAGT graphing 

tool.  

DANIEL NGBEDE OGWU  u-j MAGT graphing tool 

makes graphs plotting easier 

and faster and in a convenient 

way. But the problem is 

that,not all the students have 



access to the app.  

BITRUS FAITH DELMO   IT saves time and makes 

graph plotting more sweeter. 

ATTAH SOLOMON O.  i advice that a video should be 

make to teach students  how 

to plot graph  because is 

possible some may not 

understand how the app gets 

the values and this may lead to 

poor understanding of how to 

plot graph.  

KATKUK AARON JOHN  well the tool is okay but just 

that the app does not allow 

you to go back or replay any 

manipulation  you might 

have made  mistakes while 

imputing your data. And if I 

am to suggest,i will suggest 

that the app should have a 

rational video attached to it for 

beginners using the magt app. 

But one disadvantage of the 

App is that it can only be 

installed in smart phones other  

than other simple phones like 

Java.and secondly phones are 

not allowed into the exams 

hall and there by making the 

app to be used by students 

during test and assignment 

only. So if it is going to be 

possible to have a build up 

device for the magt tools,  I 

think it will be very much 

welcome so that it can be used 

like calculators in the exams 

halls thank you.  

ONWUCHEI 

IFEMSOCHUKWU 

 it should be generalized and 

accepted worldwide and they 

should keep it up.  

GONGLE TONGRET G  The app has great great impact 

of excellence to student that 

knows how to use the 

application, therefore my 



 advice is that extensive 

orientation should be given to 

potential users that does not 

know how to use the 

application so that they can 

also be carried along. 

PHILEMON JOSHUA   Welcome development 

OGUAJU VIVIAN C.  It is satisfactory and irrestable  

EDUAKA AKACHI 

GOODLUCK  

 The App is excellent easy still 

room for improvements 

DAVID JEMIMAH MAINA  obviously I observed 

experience so many thing and 

it really help alot in graph 

plotting.my advice to UK 

maths graphing tool is that let 

agredidate the soft ware to be 

use in the universes in general.  

OYAGIHRE MARTHA  MAKE IT GO GLOBA 

FRIDAY EDIDONG D.  it's good to know you can just 

use your phone and plot 

graphs.  


